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According to a new report released in July by the UN- backed Joint Task Force (Grupo Conjunto)
which was created in December 1993 to investigate over 100 assassinations committed since the
war ended many of El Salvador's infamous death squads are still in operation. Since the signing of
the peace accords in January 1992, more than 100 Salvadorans have been assassinated. Suspicion
that many of these were politically motivated killings carried out by death squads led to popular
demands that an independent investigatory panel be formed to look into the crimes.
One of the recommendations of the March 1993 report of the "Truth Commission" that investigated
political crimes committed during the war was that a special commission be established to
thoroughly investigate the death squads. The Truth Commission report described the death squads
as right-wing clandestine organizations that are either directly run by, or are connected to, the
military, and whose activities are financed by powerful politicians, businessmen, and landowners.
Following the murders of three top-level former rebel commanders in late 1993, then president
Alfredo Cristiani finally buckled under to popular pressure and established the Joint Task Force in
December 1993. The were four full-time members appointed to the Task Force: Diego Garcia Sayan,
head of the UN observer mission's (ONUSAL) human rights division; Carlos Molina, the country's
Human Rights Ombudsman; and legal experts Jose Leandro Echeverria and Juan Jeronimo Castillo.
The task force investigation lasted eight months. On July 28, the group finally submitted its findings
in a report to Salvadoran President Armando Calderon Sol, and to ONUSAL head Enrique Ter
Horst, who will in turn deliver it to UN Secretary General Butros Butros Ghali. One of the report's
principal findings is that some of the death squads that operated with complete impunity during
the 1980s under the direction of the Salvadoran military are now still operating as organized crime
groups. The report stated that "there exists reasonable evidence" that the squads continue to
be aided and abetted by some members of the military, the police, and government and judicial
authorities.
In a press conference to present the report, Task Force member Diego Garcia Sayan said that a
few of the traditional death squads "have undergone a mutation that has transformed them into
organized-crime structures, some of whose members occasionally carry out politically-motivated
operations." Members of the Joint Task Force informed the press that, in addition to the report, a
confidential "reserved addendum" containing names of some of those responsible for the violent
actions attributed to the death squads was given to the President and Ter Horst. The list was also
presented to Salvadoran Attorney General Romeo Melara and Deputy Security Minister Hugo
Barrera with the recommendation that those linked to the clandestine death squads be prosecuted.
Reactions to the report varied among government officials. President Calderon Sol said that he will
respect the recommendations of the Task Force. "If the report contains evidence, if there is proof as
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compared to presumption, then the courts should be able to see that, especially now that there is a
new Supreme Court," said Calderon.
In addition, the president said he is willing to request the collaboration of security forces in other
countries to investigate and uncover the "criminal structures" cited by the report. In sharp contrast
to the president, however, Salvadoran Foreign Minister Oscar Santamaria attacked the report as
"a fictional account that is inconsistent and biased." Santamaria claims that the Task Force merely
reiterated much of what had already been reported on by the Truth Commission. "I've read the
document and there is not enough consistent evidence to investigate even one specific case," said
Santamaria. Defense Minister General Humberto Corado as well remained skeptical.
Corado said he would study the report closely to see if there are any elements of truth in the
accusation that members of the armed forces are involved in death squad activities. "But, if we
find that the conclusions are not valid, or have no basis in facts, then we'll have to ignore them,"
said Corado. Meanwhile, the opposition is carefully monitoring the government's response
to see if judicial authorities will act on the report's findings. "We are waiting to see if all the
recommendations will be taken as seriously as the president has promised," said Congressman
Francisco Jovel, who is a former rebel leader of the Frente Farabundo Marti Para la Liberacion
Nacional (FMLN).
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